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In this paper the author contemplates to establishing what may be called a law of sixty-three percent

concerning certain services provided to a large number of users with the spirit of mutual aid. These services

are priced in such a way that light users over-pay (i.e., pay more than the benefit they obtain) while heavy

users under-pay (i.e., benefit more than they pay). The “law” states that, in the first extreme cases in which

the usage of the service by a vast majority of users is very light, about 63� of the users will be over-paying

while, in the second extreme cases in which the usage by a vast majority of users is very heavy, about 63�
of the users will be under-paying. This finding is an o#spring of the author’s previous works on the fairness

of the compensation system for private recording and seems to be applicable to a variety of services such

as medical insurances, telecommunications and public transport.
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1. Introduction

In the market-based economies, the prices of

goods and services should be determined in a

rational manner by an optimizing mechanism of

the market. Then the price paid by the user of a

good or a service would ideally be equal to its

benefit he/she obtains.

The market mechanism, however, is not consid-

ered most appropriate when determining the

prices of certain types of services, such as electric-

ity, telecommunications, transport, medical and

other services aiming to satisfy more or less public

requirements. It may not work either in certain

types of copyright licensing; a question of applica-

bility of the compensation system for private re-

cording to digital TV has become a hot policy

issue in Japan.

The price paid by a user (or cost to a user) of

one of these services can be approximated by

C�r�s�X (1)

where X is a quantitative representation of his/her

usage of the service, and r and s are constants. In

the case of telephone services, for example, r

represents the fixed monthly charge and s is the

rate per unit time. If the compensation system for

private recording is applied to blue-ray DVD, r

will be about 500 yen and s will be several yens for

a disk, while, if it is applied to HDD, s will

probably be zero.

On the other hand, the benefit a user obtains

from the service can be approximated by

E�q�X (2)

where q is a constant. It should be noted that

when benefit to a user cannot be estimated prop-

erly, it may be replaced by some other measure,

e.g., cost to the service provider. This has been

the practice followed in Japan and some other

countries in determining the price of electric

power, which, due to the intrinsic monopoly, can-

not be decided by the market mechanism.

It would be much easier to determine the values

of q, r, s if the frequencies or usage levels of all

users were same. In reality, however, the usage

levels of users are far from uniform. Then, even

if the price structure has been optimized so that

the sum of the pays by all users equals that of the

benefits to all users, light users tend to over-pay

(i.e., pay more than they benefit from the service),

while heavy users tend to under-pay (i.e., pay less

than they benefit).

What percent of users over-pay depends on the

distribution of the users for each amount of usage.

For example, the distribution of the number of

DVD disks owned by users for private recording

(SARVH, 2007) was that (1) 41.0� of them

owned between 1 and 9 disks, (2) 20.0� owned

between 10 and 19, (3) 11.3� owned between 20

and 29, (4) 8.0� owned between 30 and 39, (5)

1.4� owned between 40 and 49, (6) 89� owned
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between 50 and 99, (7) 6.3� owned between 100

and 199, and (8) 3.1� owned not less than 200

disks. The average number of disks owned by a

user was 29.4, thus adding (1), (2) and (3), about

72� of users own less than the average number of

disks and therefore over-pay the compensation.

In other words, the compensation system makes

light users over-pay and heavy users under-pay.

In the following the author extends this obser-

vation and contemplates establishing a general

law about the ratio of over-paying users.

2. Model of the density distribution functions

In the remainder of this paper, we assume for

the sake of simplicity (Naemura, 2008a, b) that

the density P(X) of users whose usage is X(1�X

�M) is a continuous function (Fig. 1) that satis-

fies the following equation. (See Appendix for

mathematical discussions.)

�M1 P(X)dX�1 (3)

We also assume that a sincere negotiation be-

tween users and providers leads to optimization of

the price so that the sum of all users’ cost equals

that of all users’ benefit, i.e., that the following

equation holds.

�M1 P(X)�(r�sX)dX��M1 P(X)�qXdX (4)

Finally, we assume the condition for the system

to be supported by a majority of users is that the

ratio of over-paying users is less than 50 percent.

The average of X is

m��M1 P(X)XdX (5)

and the equilibrium obtained on the basis of

Eq. (4) is represented by

r�(q�s)�m (6)

Then the ratio r of over-paying users is calcu-

lated by the following formula

r��m1 P(X)dX (7)

Figure 2 illustrates how its value varies for

di#erent density distributions�

3. Examples

3.1 Compensation system for private recording

The statistics cited in the above on the number

of disks possessed by users for private recording is

Fig. 2. Variety of density distributions

Fig. 1. Cost, benefit and user density P(X)

Fig. 4. Density of users versus the frequency of

private recording of digital TV programs

(data source: SARVH, 2007, Fig. II-2-

16, N�3000)

Fig. 3. Density of users versus the number of

DVD disks possessed for private

recording (data source: SARVH, 2007,

Fig. II-6-2, N�2080)
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now converted to a continuous density distribu-

tion in Fig. 3 (Naemura, 2008a). The distribution

is

P(X)�X�a/B (8)

where a�1.34 and r�78�.

Figure 4 (Naemura, 2008a) shows a statistics

on the annual frequency of private digital record-

ing of TV programs. In this case a�0.65 and

r�62�.

Similar graphs were obtained for other statistics

(sarah, 2007) on the private recording, for which

Eq. (8) holds with the value of a in the range of

0.4�a�1.4 and r between 55� and 79� as seen

in Fig. 5.

When the above curve was drawn, it seemed as

if r increased monotonically along with a. But this

was wrong. Actually it reaches the maximum of

82� when a�2 and approaches 63� when a is

large enough (see Fig. 6). It is also interesting to

note that when a is negative and its absolute value

increases, r approaches 37�.

3.2 Medical insurance

Figure 7 shows a density distribution of users of

the Japanese public medical insurance service

(MHLW, 1999). Although there are some devia-

tions from the straight line in the graph, the

distribution can be practically approximated by

Eq. (8) with a�1.86. Thus it is estimated from

Fig. 6 that about 80� of the users of this system

tend to over-pay.

If, due to advances of medical technologies or

health environments, the number of “light users”

of medical services increase and that of “heavy

users” decrease so that the value of a becomes
Fig. 5. Value of r for 0�a�1.5 (power

functions, M�300)

Fig. 6. Value of r for �16�a�16 (power

functions, M�300) Fig. 9. Value of r (exponential functions)

Fig. 8. Hypothetical distribution of commuters

Fig. 7. Distribution of users using units of

medical insurance services in a year
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much larger, it will be about 63� of users who

will still over-pay.

3.3 Hypothetical case of public transport

Let us assume that all employees of a large

company located near the railway station K com-

mute on a train from station S and buy season

tickets for trips between the two stations. A

season ticket is valid for six months and costs r�
30,840 yen (s�0), while a single trip will cost q�
150 yen.

Most of the employees who make more than

103 round trips in six months will be happy with it

since they feel under-paying, but some of them

who make fewer trips will feel over-paying.

Assuming that their trip frequencies are distrib-

uted as shown in Fig. 8, the distribution can be

expressed by P(X)�e�aX/B where a��0.02.

The constant e(�2.718) is the base of natural

logarithm.

The curve in Fig. 9 showing the ratio of over-

paying users in the case of exponential functions

indicates that about 37� of the employees over-

pay while 63� under-pay.

3.4 Hypothetical case of telecommunications

Let us assume that the usage distribution of

users of a telecommunications service is approxi-

mated by a curve in Fig. 10, which can be ex-

pressed by P(X)�(ln X�1)�a/B where a�2.

The curve in Fig. 11 showing the ratio of over-

paying users in the case of logarithmic functions

indicates that about 60� of the users will feel

themselves over-paying.

If the value of a becomes larger, the ratio will

increase but, eventually, it will approach 63�.

4. Generalization and conclusion

The above examples, both real and hypotheti-

cal, illustrate that ratios of over-paying users

di#er from one example to another but that in

extreme cases in which the usage of the service by

a vast majority of users is very light, about 63� of

the users will be over-paying, while in the second

extreme cases in which the usage by a vast major-

ity of users is very heavy, about 63� of the users

will be under-paying.

This finding is an o#spring of the author’s pre-

vious works on the fairness of the compensation

system for private recording and seems to be

applicable to a variety of services having a nature

of mutual aid such as medical insurances, tele-

communications and public transport. Mathe-

matical discussions in Appendix indicate the wide

applicability of the “law of sixty-three percent.”

It is the author’s hope that it will be used as a

hint for researchers in the field of policy and

economy of public services, in which the market

mechanism does not necessarily work well.
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Appendix: Mathematical Discussions

A.1 Premises

The following propositions are listed as prem-

ises for the mathematical discussions.

[PGDEDH>I>DC 1] The cost and the benefit to the

user are represented by Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), respec-

tively.

[PGDEDH>I>DC 2] The density P(X) of users

whose usage is X(1�X�M) is a continuous func-

tion satisfying Eq. (3).

[PGDEDH>I>DC 3] The price of the service is opti-

mized by Eq. (4).

A.2 Ratio of over-paying users

The average of X is calculated by Eq. (5), the

equilibrium on the basis of Proposition 3 is repre-

sented by Eq. (6), and r is obtained by Eq. (7).

Then, we define a class of density distribution

functions as follows.

[Definition 1] A density distribution defined by

function P(X)�F(X, a) is said to belong to a

class of functions conforming to the law of sixty-

three percent (abbreviated as LOSTP) if and only

if the following equations hold.

lim a��m�1, lim a��r�1�1/e�0.6321

lim a���m�M, lim a���r�1/e�0.3679

A.3 Typical distributions (case 1: symmetric

distribution)

When the graph of Y�P(X) is symmetric with

the line of symmetry X�m, for example, when

P(X) is constant or when it forms a normal distri-

bution, the ratio of over-paying users is 50�, i.e.,

r�1/2.

A.4 Typical distributions (case 2: power func-

tion)

For distributions which can be expressed as

P(X)�X�a/B, we obtain the following lemma.

[L:BB6 1] Depending on the value of constant

a in P(X)�X�a/B, the following formulas deter-

mine the values of m and r.

(i) When a�0,

m�(M�1)/2, r�1/2

(ii) When a�1,

m�(M�1)/ln M,

r�logM(M�1)�logM(ln M)

(iii) When a�2,

m�M�ln M/(M�1),

r�M/(M�1)�1/ln M

(iv) When a�0, 1, 2,

m�u/(vw)

r�[�u/(vw)	1�a�1]/w

u�M 2�a�1

v�(2�a)/(1�a)

w�M 1�a�1

[Proof]

(i) When a�0, the distribution is symmetric and

the result is obvious.

(ii) When a�1, 1��M1 X�1/BdX�ln M/B,


 B�ln M, m��M1 1/BdX�(M�1)/B.

Therefore,

r��m1 X�1/BdX�ln m/B�log m/log M

(iii, iv) When a�0, 1,

1��M1 X�a/BdX�(M 1�a�1)/(1�a)B,


 B�(M 1�a�1)/(1�a)

r��m1 X�adX�(m1�a�1)/(M 1�a�1).

Thus, (iii) when a�2,

m��M1 X�1/BdX�ln M/B

�ln M/(M�1�1).

r��m1 X�2/BdX��(m�1�1)/(M�1�1)

Also, (iv) when a�0, 1, 2,

m��M1 X1�a/BdX�(M 2�a�1)/(2�a)B

�u/(vw),

r��m1 X�a/BdX�(m1�a�1)/(1�a)B

�(m1�a�1)/w.

Q.E.D.

Then the following Theorem 1 is obtained from

case (iv) of Lemma 1.

[T=:DG:B 1] A density distribution defined by

P(X)�X�a/B belongs to the class LOSTP.
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[Proof]

Obviously, lima��u�lima��w��1

� lima��m�lima��(1�a)/(2�a)�1

lima��r�lima��[1��(2�a)/(1�a)�a�1]

�lima��[1�(1�1/a)2a/(1�1/a)a]

�1�(1/e)2/(1/e)�1�1/e

Obviously, lima���u/w�M

� lima���m�lima���M(1�a)/(2�a)�M

lima���r�lima���
�M(1�a)/(2�a)�1�a

M 1�a

�lim�a����(1��a�)/(2��a�)�1��a�

�lim�a����(1�1/�a�)�a�/
(1�1/�a�)2�a��
�e/e2�1/e

Q.E.D.

A.5 Typical distributions (case 3: exponential

function)

For distributions which can be expressed as

P(X)�e�aX/B, we obtain the following lemma.

[L:BB6 2] Depending on the value of constant

a in P(X)�e�aX/B,

(i) When a�0,

m�(M�1)/2, r�1/2

(ii) When a	0,

m�
1�1/a�(M�1/a)e�a(M�1)

1�e�a(M�1)

r��1�e�a(m�1)�/(1�e�a(M�1)�

[Proof] (i) When a�0, the distribution is sym-

metric and the result is obvious.

(ii) When a	0,

1��M1 e�aX/BdX�(e�aM�e�a)/(�a)B,

� B�(e�a�e�aM)/a

��1�e�a(M�1)�/(a�e�a),

m� 1

B �M1 X�e�aXdX

� 1

B
�
�X�

e�aX

�a
�
�

M

1
� 1

B �M1 e�aX

�a
dX

��(e�a�M�e�aM)/a

�(e�a�e�aM)/a2�/B

r��m1 e�aX/BdX�(e�am�e�a)/(�a)B

Q.E.D.

Then the following theorem is obtained from

case (ii) of Lemma 2.

[T=:DG:B 2] A density distribution defined by

P(X)�e�aX/B belongs to the class LOSTP.

[Proof]

lima��m�lima�� (1�1/a)�1

lima��r�lima���1�e�a(m�1)�
�lima���1�e�a�(1/a)��1�e�1

lima���m�lim�a���(M�1/�a�)�M

lima���r�lim�a����e�a�(m�1)/e�a�(M�1)�
�lim�a���e�a�(m�M)

�lim�a���e�a�(�1/�a�)�e�1

Q.E.D.

A.6 Extension

The above two types of distribution functions

can be extended in various ways. Te following is

one of simple extensions.

[T=:DG:B 3] If both distribution functions

P1(X) and P2(X) belong to the class LOSTP, func-

tion P(X)��c�P1(X)�d�P2(X)�/(c�d) where c

and d are arbitrary constants, belongs to the same

class.

[Proof]

lima��m1�lima���M1 P1(X)XdX�1,

lima��m2�lima���M1 P2(X)XdX�1

� lima��m�lima���M1 P(X)XdX� c�d

c�d
�1

lima��r1�lima���m1 P1(X)dX�1�1/e,

lima��r2�lima���m1 P2(X)dX�1�1/e

� lima��r�lima���m1 P(X)dX

� c(1�1/e)�d(1�1/e)

c�d
�1� 1

e

lima���m1�lima����M1 P1(X)XdX�M,

lima���m2�lima����M1 P2(X)XdX�M

� lima���m�lima����M1 P(X)XdX

�(cM�dM)/(c�d)�M

lima���r1�lima����m1 P1(X)dX�1/e,

lima���r2�lima����m1 P2(X)dX�1/e

� lima���r�lima����m1 PXdX

� c/e�d/e

c�d
� 1

e

Q.E.D.
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